Q: What measures did you take to warn the driver of the vehicle to stop?

A: We had an interpreter fall at the driver and passenger to exit the car. We shined the sheer fire at the car. We also used hand and arm signal that the driver knew.

Q: When the driver of the vehicle failed to stop, did you determine the driver intended to harm or kill you and your fellow soldiers?

A: When the driver failed to stop all of the things that ran through my mind: rifle, carbine, AK, RPG. Anything could of happened.

Q: How did the driver get the wound above his left eye?

A: All that I know is that he fell on his butt at the tacl.

Also glass from the Black Bullet hitting the good it could of been anything

Q: Did any soldier hit, strike, kick the detainee?

A: No, never kicked the detainee.
Q: Did any soldier ever push or throw this detainee to the ground?
A: Not in my care and I don't believe that anyone least would do so.

Q: Is there anything else you'd like to add to this statement?
A: No, that is all I know.
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We were on patrol doing hasty TCPs when we got out to search the vehicle. We dismounted and stopped in front of the Bradley while the interpreter was yelling at the 2 males in the car to get out. They started to get out of the vehicle but then got back in the car and started to drive at us. Sgt. [redacted] and Sgt. [redacted] both fired warning shots at the car and it stopped. The interpreter kept yelling at them to stop and open the doors and get out of the car. We then ran behind the Bradley for fear of the car being a VBED. We then saw the driver push the passenger out the window and then pull a gun on us. As we turned, the driver finally stopped the vehicle. The driver then got out of the vehicle and we detained him.
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Q: What measures did you take to warn the driver of the vehicle to stop?
A: I yelled at him in Arabic to stop. I also pointed my weapon at his car.

Q: When the driver of the vehicle failed to stop, did you determine the driver intended to harm or kill you and your fellow soldiers?
A: Yes, I thought that the car had a very good chance of being a VBED.

Q: How did the driver get the wound above his left eye?
A: I don't know how the driver got the wound above his left eye.

Q: Did any soldier hit, strike, kick the detainee?
A: No, I didn't see any soldiers try to inflict damage on the detainee.
Q: Did any soldier ever push or throw this detainee to the ground?
A: After the driver finally stopped and he started to get out of the car, we then put him on the ground so we could detain him, but nobody ever threw him to the ground.

Q: Is there anything else you'd like to add to this statement?
A: No.
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I have the motion with my boy in 1963, in this time we found our car was totaled (crashed). The man he drive the car he stop between the bridge and area we try to research the car I ask him and the man sit beside him to go out and see the car. Ask him to do that 6 time. He hard my heart and the man he sit beside him he try to go out said the car but he change his mind and he closed the door for caused. But took to him in high sound to tell him to go out said the car but he don't and the driver try to drive the car and my hand after that the seller took to him and took to him but he still go on and the seller after that said about him one time in the front side (off side) and after that he keep going and he push the car for the dead man out said the car and he try to turn the car and go and close the bridge coming to him he go out said the car. And we arose him after that and when I ask him why he do that he tell my it's not my fault you know. The man he said me to tell you he tell me do you know anything about the man he said you he tell me he was my brother-in-law. 5 minutes I ask him up what the man for the dead man he tell me I don't know anything about him. He tell him now that you tell me his name my brother. He said he had left his brother town and when he meet me in the road just that I left him for 5 minutes and I come back again and I tell him just tell me the truth. He try to change his words he say I know him he work in milk factory but I forget the name of course and after that we but him in said the bridge and we come back to camp and was all what happen to my with him.
I was in the lead vehicle for Section A and we were conducting rolling TACs. I pulled over on the side of the road and assumed they were warning shots. I got out of my vehicle to talk to the officer. A man was sitting on the ground and told me to back up my vehicle for about 200 meters. I backed up and kept scanning my sector. A few minutes later, I heard gun shots. The dismounts were behind my vehicle. The TACs were locked and I was being put in a body bag.